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Compliment for The Funny Side of Autism: "It is with awe that I observe families being able to cope so
wonderfully well using what has to end up being one of the most difficult duties a parent might
encounter: raising a kid with autism. If they combine that experience and grace with a sense of humor,
then that is really particular!make lemonade. President - Capturing Celebrities; Raun Melmed;
Developmental Pediatrician and Medical Director - Melmed Center; Phoenix, Arizona "The Funny Side of
Autism can be an inspiring, uplifting proven fact that proves the idea 'when existence throws you
lemons..' Kudos to you, Lisa, for your insight and courage. Lisa Masters is doing just that.." - Dennis
Loonan;" - Dr. New York, NY "I just know that this publication will impact and inspire so many people.
Long Island, New York Program Coordinator: Unique Education Teacher;" - Mindy Reyer;
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Autism Services A Refreshing Take on Autism The Funny Part of Autism is an excellent book with a
unique concept. So often, people focus only on what a child with Autism suffers from. I'd definatly
recomend the reserve if for no other purpose than to instruct people awareness ! Large Praise for "The
Funny Part of Autism" High Praise for "The Funny Part of Autism"This book offers great insight into
what Autism is and how exactly it affects the families who are raising autistic kids - an extraordinary
accomplishment simply by Lisa Masters. Bravo to Lisa Masters for the beautiful work that she's done!..
The funny stories are an motivation to all or any that yes, its okay to laugh. Five Stars We loved the heart
warming and humorous tales! It makes you look at stuff different. It warms my heart to know that there is
a light aspect to it, albeit scarce. The Funny Side shows just that. This is a refreshing undertake the
disorder and should be read by unique needs parents due to the instant relatability they have to her
composing style and the stories of the other family members. The funny side of autism Awesome book.
This book is a refreshing "half glass full" publication on Autism that's an excellent read for parents and
folks who have been touched by a child with Autism in their lives.J. DrewesBilinguals Inc. These kids are
so lovable and honest you can't help but smile when reading the funny tales in this reserve.Five Stars
Great book Awareness may be the key I respect this girl for focusing on her children beyond everything
else she had to endure ( I understand what that's like) There are some funny tales in this reserve! I can
relate to many of them but my only disapointment was that they contained nothing of the nonverbal
children with autism (like my son). This book shows what a child with Autism can contribute. The Glass is
Fifty percent Full "The Funny side of Autism" by Lisa Master's is publication that looks beyond the
unfavorable components of Autism to highlight the strengths in the lives of others. I really like the
perspective that book shows and assists us to comprehend that while sometimes raising a child with
autism can be very difficult, it also can be quite rewarding. Many thanks, Lisa Masters, for displaying us
what is so easy to forget. It helped me to appreciate the love and commitment of parents with autistic kids
and helped me to better understand how to successfully communicate and interact with my friend's
amazing children. "The Funny Part of Autism" is a very insightful read that helped me personally to
understand the struggles and the triumphs of raising and interacting with autistic children. I've a very
good friend with 2 autistic children and reading this book really opened my eyes. Fantastic Book! Autism
terminology: real life definitions, and how autism adjustments your daily life, lends understanding and
appreciation for the dedication and courage it requires to improve autistic children, all the while living as
regular a life as you possibly can - Lisa, you show others the way. Very Good Book I found Lisa's work to
end up being inspiring. The Funny side of Autism This book shows a side of autism that I was
unacquainted with. I want she could have found a better publisher because books like they are what is
needed to be shared. It is a light hearted book as where almost every other books on Autism seem to
come off extremely emotional and laboring. My little brother offers Autism and I bought it just to observe
how many similarities I possibly could find between the kids the author writes about and my buddy. Its
really nice in order to laugh about something that some many people see as a disability and bring "the
funny side of Autism" to the top Highly recommended I enjoyed The Funny Side of Autism very much. /
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